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The Zeysky Nature Reserve located at the east end of the Tukuringra mountains, Russian Far East, has few modifications by 
the development due to limited human activities, and has the clear vertical distribution of changing plants along the altitude. 
The Center for Far Eastern Studies, University of Toyama, has concluded an agreement with the Institute of Geology and 
Nature Management, Far East Branch of Russian Academy of Science and has developed the monitoring system which could 
observe a change of the vegetation in the long term in the Zeysky Nature Reserve. In this presentation, we report the rainfall 
observations along the altitude of the Tukuringra mountains for the continuation of observations required to support the project. 
Along the altitude of the Tukuringra mountains, we installed rain gauges and snow depth meters in the points from a deciduous 
broad-leaved forest zone near the base camp (590m above sea level) to a larch forest zone (850m above sea level), a spruce 
forest zone (1,290m above sea level) and an alpine dwarf pine zone near the mountaintop (1,390m above sea level) in the 
summer of 2014. The rain gauge near the mountaintop was installed at the same height of the alpine dwarf pine, but the other 
rain gauges were installed under the canopy because of tall trees. When we calculated the annual rainfall, the catch ratio of the 
rain gauges was assumed to be a constant (from a previous study of the receiving orifice used in this study 69%). In addition, 
the fixed-point observation with an interval camera has started on the mountaintop since 2014. 
The relationship between the altitude and the annual rainfall is shown in Figure 1. It is reported that the annual mean 
precipitation of the weather station in Zeya near the foot of the Tukuringra mountains is 535mm, and the accumulation of 
monthly precipitation over 0 degrees Celsius is 476mm. Because this is quite at the same level as the annual rainfall observed 
in the base camp of the foot of the Tukuringra mountains in this study (Fig. 1), it is reasonable to think that the rain gauges 
installed in the Tukuringra mountains observe the amount of rainfall in this area. In addition, there is a tendency that the annual 
rainfall in the spruce forest zone is less (Fig. 1), but the examination to calculate the gross rainfall depending on a 
characteristic of the vegetation is required to settle this matter, because the rain gauges except for the alpine dwarf pine zone 










2014 年夏に Tukuringra 山脈の標高傾度に沿って、落葉広葉樹からなるベースキャンプ地（標高 590m）から、カラ





2014 年夏から 2015 年夏までおよび 2015 年夏から 2016 年夏までの年降雨量と標高の関係を図 1 に示す。
Tukuringra 山脈の裾野に広がるゼーヤでの気象観測所の平均年降水量は 535mm で、気温がプラスの月の積算降水
  







Figure 1. Relationship between the altitude and the annual rainfall. △: Summer of 2014 through Summer of 2015, □: Summer of 2015 
through Summer of 2016. 
 
